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Meetup Agenda

• 20:00-20:10 - Short introduction 
• 20:10-20:35 - Dr. Maya Negev: A tale of two crises:

Corona and climate change
• 20:35-21:00 - Dr. Ram Fishman: Can we really leverage the Corona 

crisis for a last minute climate move? - an economic-political 
perspective

The lectures are going to be in English
Questions can be asked in Hebrew or English in the Zoom chat



What is Tel Avir?

• Began in 2016 as grassroots meet-up group

• This is our 28th event!

• Facebook Group with over 1,300 members

• Now an official Israeli non-profit with Olim and Israeli leaders

• Plans to expand: field trips, virtual master classes, job platform, 
newsletters – come join us! 

• Check out our website: http://tel-avir.org/

A central resource in English for anyone interested in environmental issues in Israel

http://tel-avir.org/


Tel Avir Webinar: Our Speakers

Dr. Ram Fishman is a lecturer at the Department of Public Policy in Tel Aviv University 
and the Director of the NITSAN Lab. His research is concerned with the broad issues of 
Sustainable Development, with particular emphasis on water scarcity and climate 
change in developing countries, global food security, and sustainable agriculture. 
https://english.tau.ac.il/profile/ramf

Dr. Maya Negev's is a faculty member in the School of Public Health in the University of Haifa.
Her research focuses on the science-policy interface of environmental health, with a particular 
interest in chemical regulation, climate change and ecosystem services.
http://publichealth.haifa.ac.il/en/academic-staff/714-maya-negev-2

https://english.tau.ac.il/profile/ramf
http://publichealth.haifa.ac.il/en/academic-staff/714-maya-negev-2


A tale of two crises: 
Corona and climate 

change 

Dr. Maya Negev

School of Public Health

University of Haifa



Agenda

Air pollution

OneHealth

Regional aspects

Lessons from corona to climate



NO2 levels in 
China





NO2 levels in 
Israel

https://www.ynet.co.il/articles/0,7340,L-
5708650,00.html#autoplay

https://www.ynet.co.il/articles/0,7340,L-5708650,00.html#autoplay


Coronavirus: nitrogen dioxide emissions drop 
videos

Italy
China

https://youtu.be/ARpxtAKsORw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UwlQkgLKPtQ


See also CNN

https://edition.cnn.com/2020/03/17/health/china-air-pollution-coronavirus-deaths-intl/index.html


https://www.newswire.com/news/how-heat-waves-kill-co2-
foundation-warns-of-the-next-mega-20938608

Between 2030 and 2050, 
climate change is expected 
to cause approximately 250 
000 additional deaths per 
year, from malnutrition, 
malaria, diarrhea and heat 
stress.

WHO 2018

https://www.newswire.com/news/how-heat-waves-kill-co2-foundation-warns-of-the-next-mega-20938608


Human-Nature: 
OneHealth

• Factors intensifying the connection: 

• population growth

• urbanization

• deforestation 

• climate change:
• Temperature, humidity, seasons

• Wildfires

• Water resources



The epidemiological triangle 

(Sara Plourde, NHPR) 
https://www.patientzeropodcast.com/podcast-episodes/episode-1



Vector- Air- Food- Water- Borne Diseases in the
region expected to be influenced by climate
change

climatic fluctuations linkages proved / predicted

Lelieveld et al., 2012



Regional 
aspects: 
The Middle 
East

Health systems

Water shortage – especially in certain populations 

Population density

Political conflict

Culture and social distancing 

Cross-border impact and response 



https://news.harvard.edu/gazette/story/2020/03/how-to-
prevent-overwhelming-hospitals-and-build-immunity/

https://cdn.jns.org/uploads/2017/12/download-16-5-
880x495.jpg

https://news.harvard.edu/gazette/story/2020/03/how-to-prevent-overwhelming-hospitals-and-build-immunity/


Public health lessons from corona to climate

• Emergency preparedness

• Sustainability

• Regional collaboration

• Global crisis

• Inequalities 

Health is a state of complete 

physical, mental and social 

well-being and not merely the 

absence of disease or 
infirmity (WHO, 1948)



Old habits die hard?

• Less flights 

• Buy local

• Work partially from 
home

• Online meetings





Ram Fishman, Tel Aviv University

Will Covid-19 save or kill  
the climate?



Where we stand on the Climate Crisis



Will Corona save the climate? or kill it?



Will Corona save the climate? or kill it?
Emissions may rebound quickly as soon as the recession is over. 

2008


 - 2%

2009


 + 5%



But maybe the crisis is also an opportunity?
• Reductions are not likely to exceed around 5% at most. 


• Emissions may rebound quickly as soon as the recession is over.


• During economic hardships, environmental policy is pushed aside.


• Renewable energy companies will also suffer (more?)


• Not to mention the social impacts…


• From a climate clock perspective:


• 5% for 5 years = a gain of 0.25 years.


• and a loss of 5 years of policy inaction.



But maybe an opportunity for deep change?



But maybe an opportunity for deep change?

• Individual choices?


• Private sector? 


• Governments?



Individual choices
Any other opportunities inherent here

• Life style choice?

•Even if persist, very small impacts…

•More profound change in mind set? 

?



Governments
• Press private sector for reforms?

Current standards were set at 35mpg by 2016 in 2008, when the auto industry was in a compliant mood after a $50bn government bailout.



Governments
• More profound change? Will politicians have learnt that:


• When scientists tell you something invisible is coming at you, believe them.


• Delaying action will carry heavy costs.


• If damages are highly uncertain, assume the worst. 


• People will accept economic damage to save lives.


• Inter-generational dillema

?





A Moment for Divestment? 



A Moment for Divestment? 

• The pandemic exposed an inter-generational give and take.


• Lots of capital has left the stock market. 


• Is this an opportunity to ensure it does not go back to support the fossil fuel 
industry?


• Can we mobilize, now, a movement to press our parents to demand climate 
friendly investment channels from their banks?



Thank you for coming!


